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DISCLAIMER
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Though we have made forward-looking statements in our whitepaper, all statements made are
based upon public historic data. This white paper makes no futuristic statements or conveys
an offer of security, nor any investments.

KoinsDao (KSDAO) IS A TOKEN NOT SECURITY
This White paper accommodates forward-looking statements that shed light on the substantial
risks and uncertainties. All statements, other than statements of historical facts, included in this
White paper regarding our strategy, future operations, regulatory process, future financial
position, future revenue, projected costs, prospects, plans, strategic relationships, joint venture
relationships, objectives of management and expected market growth are based upon
prospects.

NO GUARANTEES OF VALUE
The acquisition of KSDAO Token guarantees no profits or losses. We have diligently followed a
sensible strategic approach to our smart contract deployment. However, we hold no guarantees of the
future outcomes of our KSDAO Token.

ASSOCIATED RISKS
The acquisition of KSDAO Token may carry the usually known levels of risks. You should carefully
consider the risks before making any purchase decisions. The KoinStation White paper has
commented on historical cryptographic market information but with no relativity of the future market
of The KSDAO Token. The risk factors in the crypto industry are variable and the KSDAO Token white
paper makes no guarantees of success or failure. Due to the competitive nature of the market, we
make no guarantees of market share, value or profit abilities.

KSDAO TOKENS ARE NOT AN INVESTMENT
Although we have deployed the KSDAO Token with a positively reasonable conditionality and with
efficacy of relative events, the KSDAO Token is not meant to be an investment. With this whitepaper, we
undertake no obligations and responsibilities towards the up and down trends of the Smart chain.
Future events and applicable laws may lead to change in our expectations, views and plans.
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Abstract

Multiple industries are being impacted by blockchain technology, which is altering how information and
assets are shared via the internet. The data on a blockchain is immutable and cannot be changed without
the agreement of all network participants (or nodes).
To power and secure the network, these nodes are programmatically rewarded with cryptocurrency,
and the transactions approved by these nodes are periodically synchronized across vast networks that
span multiple sites, institutions, and/or geographies, allowing transactions to have public ‘witnesses,’
making a cyberattack extremely unlikely.
As a result, blockchain allows us to shift the burden of “trust” from individuals and institutions to the
program itself, allowing value to be traded without friction, fraud, or human intervention. The KoinStation
Community will use blockchain to govern various interactions between the KoinStation Community and
the larger community of users.

Cryptocurrency and Bitcoin
A cryptocurrency is a digital currency that is created and managed through the use of advanced encryption
techniques known as cryptography. Cryptocurrency made the leap from being an academic concept to
(virtual) reality with the creation of Bitcoin in 2009.
Bitcoin is a decentralized currency that uses peer-to-peer technology, allowing the network to perform
all operations such as money issuance, transaction processing, and verification collectively. While
decentralization protects Bitcoin against government manipulation and meddling, it also means that there
is no central authority to ensure that things function smoothly or to guarantee the value of a Bitcoin. Bitcoins
are generated digitally through a process known as “mining,” which necessitates the use of powerful
computers to solve complex algorithms and crunch numbers.

The future of cryptocurrency
Cryptocurrency is appealing for several reasons. Like gold, silver, and other commodities, cryptocurrency
has shown to be an excellent hedge against currency market price volatility and inflation. Crypto can be
properly positioned in a broad portfolio to reduce these risks while preserving exposure to a high-growth
market. Cryptocurrency, unlike other assets, is decentralized.

2.14T

The global crypto market
cap is $2.14 trillion as of
December 20, 2021.

23.3B

The crypto trading market is
expected to grow $23.3
billion by 2023
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Summary
Crypto traders like to invest in multiple currencies as they have hundreds of options. Buying crypto
has become extremely easy because crypto exchanges accept fiat currency in return of cryptocurrency.
However, keeping an eye on price trends and tax payments becomes challenging when a person leads a
busy life. That is why crypto portfolio and tax tracking mobile applications jump in.
Cryptocurrencies are extremely volatile and keeping an eye on their prices is a must when you have
invested in them heavily. Time matters the most when it comes to buying and selling digital currencies. If
you make a decision timely, you can make a lot of profit.
A crypto portfolio management platform allows crypto traders to monitor all assets from different platforms
at the same time. With an intelligent crypto trading and tax tracking application on your phone, you can
easily keep an eye on all the cryptocurrencies you hold.
With the KoinStation mobile app on your phone, you can check any time how they are performing.
Making wise investments has become easy with our advanced crypto tracker app. This white paper
starts by shedding light on the importance of using crypto portfolio and tax tracking apps nowadays
followed by a detailed discussion about the KoinStation project.

Managing Crypto Portfolio and Taxes
Tracking and managing your crypto investment performance is very important for all crypto investors. This
can be time-consuming if you do it the traditional way. Technology has answers to portfolio and tax
management challenges. You can avoid paying a high amount of taxes by using intelligent tax tracking
software.
The way to fruitful digital money portfolio and expense the executives isn’t without knocks. Even though
digital currency markets give extraordinary potential to create monetary benefits, the opportunity to lose
cash is as yet important. Before uncovering your well-deserved money, you want to have an arrangement
that secures your portfolio esteem. After that, you can foster a technique to create gains reliably.
KoinStation is now the fastest-growing crypto tax solution globally. We built KoinStation out of our own
frustration and challenges with keeping track of our trading history and capital gains calculations.
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Reasons to love KoinStation

Pricing

Multi-asset Tracking

Automatic Portfolio Tracking

The best pricing in the industry,

You have access to live prices

Get latest balances from all

including a free plan. Save

of all cryptocurrencies as well

major crypto wallets and

money and trade smarter.

as the ability to track other

exchange accounts, or simply

investment assets.

add the coins to track their value.

Education

Capital Gains and Losses

KoinsStation supports DeFi

Helpful resources for when

KoinStation uses your

assets on multiple chains like

you’re just starting out, and for

cryptocurrency transaction

those wanting to go deeper into

history to compute capital gains

particular topics.

and losses.

Dynamic Tracker

Ethereum, BSC and Polygon.

KSDAO - How Its Works

24/7 trading

Blockchain Transparency

Fund Performance

Exchange your KSDAO tokens

Track the value of underlying assets

KoinStation provides a way to track

at any time. No exit fees - your

in real time and view KSDAO token

the performance of the crypto

investment is a token!

transactions on the blockchain.

holdings.

Import From 60+ Exchanges Via API And CSV.
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Problems in Crypto Portfolio and Taxes Management
There are over 10,000 cryptocurrencies according to investopedia.com. People buy multiple
cryptocurrencies and digital assets, but they must manage all of them separately. People have to
manage plenty of usernames, passwords, public keys, and private keys which is risky as they can lose their
investment if they lose passwords.
Many governments have levied taxes on crypto and digital asset investments and many other governments
are going to impose taxes on crypto and digital asset investments very soon. Ordinary crypto and digital
asset investors do not know the exact amount of taxes that need to be paid. Some people end up paying
more taxes than required and some people pay less. There is no one platform that allows crypto investors to
manage their investment portfolios and taxes easily. An intelligent tool for crypto portfolio and tax
management tool is much needed.

Intelligent Crypto Portfolio Management Tool
A web-based tool and mobile application allowing crypto investors to manage their crypto investments and
taxes can solve most crypto investment management problems. This advanced crypto investment tool has
to offer portfolio management services in all major currencies, and it should accept all major currencies to
serve the maximum number of people. Such a crypto portfolio management tool will have many payment
methods to allow people to make payments with the payment method that best works for them. It will
provide multi-asset tracking, automatic portfolio tracking, dynamic portfolio tracker, free tax reports,
automatic recurring orders, crypto trading, educational content.

ABOUT KOINSTATION
KoinStation represents a crypto portfolio and tax tracker technology. It is a mobile application that puts the
control of digital currencies in the owner’s hands. We are starting off with this application and we will
launch DeFi and crypto exchanges at a later stage. KoinStation token is a deflationary token that will reduce
in supply over time. On every transaction, 5% goes to holders, 4% goes to marketing/ operations, and 1% will
burn.

KoinStation is the Future
At KoinStation, we are building the future of finance. Our advanced technology allows you to track your
portfolio with great ease. With increasing taxes on crypto investments, this application is all set to make you
calculate your crypto taxes accurately.
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We plan to provide a one-stop payments and assets management platform that is highly secure, reliable,
and flexible. It offers individuals multiple use cases allowing them to spend crypto-assets in different forms
and at various avenues. For us, a key area of interest is to empower the public to use crypto-assets as
mainstream financial instruments and provide potential users with an easy-to-understand method of
making transactions using blockchain technology.
KoinStation aims to develop and launch a holistic ecosystem that consists of a Crypto Portfolio Tracker,
Crypto Tax, Wallet, Cryptocurrency Exchange, P2P Exchange, and Launchpad. The combination of these
products will help bridge the gap between the cryptosphere and the real world. It achieves this by enabling
users to utilize their crypto-assets to settle day-to-day transactions using their mobile devices. This
convenience will also help in making cryptocurrencies go mainstream faster.

Mission
We believe the crypto space needs a tool to own, manage and report. Our mission is to make cryptocurrency
accessible and understandable for everyone. We want to empower the world to invest in, trade, and manage
digital assets.

Vision
We wish to offer customers of all kinds the best and most secure user experience.

Core Values
We value individuals and diversity. By promoting our team members’ individual freedom, our company can
achieve excellence in everything we do.
Growth - Producing yield generation and creating smart investments for our holders.
Transparency - Providing full transparency from the team in all aspects of the project.
Decentralization - Ensuring no single entity or group has complete control of the protocol.
Community - Allowing the community to have constant input, direction, and control in the
KoinStation protocol.
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Project Features
We believe what we are building is completely unique in the crypto space. Here are a few of the things that
set our project apart:
Dividend: The dividend is to be shared among the TLV holders, which provides complete
transparency to our community members.
Community driven & fair launch: the development team has locked all of their tokens and
participated with everyone else.
RFI Static Rewards: Holders earn passive rewards through static reflection as they watch their
balance of KoinStation grow indefinitely.
Long Term Vision: In the long run we plan to bridge this project to other blockchains, providing all of
the features of our platform to tokens that exist there.
Locking: Fixed supply is locked by the company, which will unlock in a fixed period.Decentralization
- Ensuring no single entity or group has complete control of the protocol.

Who We Are
Team of crypto investors, engineers, and visionaries on a mission to make crypto tax reporting simple and
painless for other investors reporting. KoinStation is now the fastest-growing crypto tax solution globally.
We built KoinStation out of our own frustration and challenges with keeping track of our trading history and
capital gains calculations.

What We Do
KoinStation solves crypto tracking & tax reporting for investors. Our software is developed to make this easy
and intuitive for users from all parts of the world. Our mission is to continuously support our community by
delivering and improving tools that allow you to see your portfolio’s true performance. Our platform is the
product of our community’s need to know their true portfolio performance.

Why We Are Here
Cryptocurrency acceptance needs more than just wallets & exchanges to grow. We want to help accelerate
that growth by building tools that make owning and managing cryptocurrencies easy.
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Tokenization and liquidity
There is a difference between liquidity and transferability. Liquidity is a product of active trading in a market
between buyers and sellers, which will not result in the use of technology itself. However, investment funds
have regularly faced the challenge of managing their transferability. Tokenization could however help
resolve this. By transforming fund units/shares into virtual tokens, investors are able to enter into
“traditional” investments, with the additional ability to trade tokens more easily in a secondary market. This
should then result in increased liquidity in the tokens concerned. This also applies to fund managers, who
can deal with potential illiquidity issues by trading tokens, and thus broadening their investment portfolios.
The benefit of a tokenized hybrid token is that investors potentially have more freedom to exit their
positions in a secondary market. This will particularly be the case for funds that are not listed or traded on
a regulated market, such as venture capital funds. In such funds, tokenization can offer a significant
benefit, as issuing security tokens could provide a degree of transferability, attracting more investors to the
funds and enabling more investment into start-ups and other businesses.

Potential challenges with tokenized funds
While they may bring many benefits, tokenized funds also face inevitable challenges, including:
Legal status: There is very little case law, specific legislation or regulation which addresses tokens
and smart contracts. As a result, the uncertainty that surrounds them may deter some firms from
using them. The laws of countries are changing to meet the opportunities to create fintech driven
economies (for example through e-money and payment services regulations) but there is still work
to be done in this area.
Perceived risks related to AML/KYC: Tokenization is often linked to a high risk of fraud and
fraudulent transactions, limited traceability of transactions, and inconsistency of AML and KYC
procedures.
Cross-border regulatory issues: As secondary markets for tokens would be global, due to the nature
of DLT, there may be regulatory issues to consider in various jurisdictions.
Market volatility: Greater accessibility may result in investors making decisions without seeking
expert advice or opinion, potentially creating volatility in the markets.
Cyber and data security: As with other technologies there will be the risk of cyber hacks and data
security breaches.
Liability: The decentralized nature raises questions regarding liability and accountability.
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What is the future outlook for tokenized funds?
Tokenization of funds has great potential to transform the financial infrastructure of today and solve many
common problems. Its benefits in bringing more liquidity and improving efficiencies, among other things,
are wide-reaching.
However, it is important to bear in mind that there must be sufficient demand for regular trading for the
full benefits of tokenization to be achieved. Investors and fund managers must see efficiency gains of a
tokenized form of funds and there must be sufficient economics of the transaction. Market readiness is also
key, and this will require a shift in mindset of investors and fund managers who may have reservations in
participating in blockchain-based systems.

Investment types
VENTURE EQUITY - Exposure to equity in companies building products and services in the nascent
blockchain ecosystem. Our long standing reputation and technical edge allows us to see virtually
every deal in the market, and lead about half of our portfolio company investments.
EARLY-STAGE TOKENS - Exposure to new, efficient, and scalable protocols. Similar to venture capital
equity, but investing in tokens (not companies) during the private stage at a discount to the listing
price.
LIQUID TOKENS - Exposure to the largest and most liquid digital assets. We use our deep market
and technical expertise to trade tokens while exploiting market inefficiencies.

KOINSTATION PORTFOLIO
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Our funds provide investors with the full spectrum of exposure to the space, ranging from illiquid
venture capital assets (including early-stage tokens and multi-stage venture capital equity) to more
liquid assets like bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
Cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies are the underpinnings of a new financial infrastructure,
similar to how the internet was the underpinning of a new information structure.
Discretionary investing in early-stage blockchain protocols at the private sale stage.

Objective
Provide investors exposure to new developing protocols and token projects.

Investment Approach
Invest in early-stage tokens with liquidity horizons of 1-3 years. The Fund invests in teams building new
protocols in the blockchain ecosystem and follows an early-stage, venture-style model.

Why Are We Using BSC?
Brief exchanges expense of dependent upon one penny Challenge cross-chain challenge advances that
improve DeFi interoperability Superior execution with an organization ready to create a square at regular
intervals Provoking cross-fasten moving instruments to increment DeFi interoperability.
At the moment Binance leads the chart when it comes to trading volume. It is the No.1 Digital Currency
Trading Platform. Binance also has its exchange coin which is doing extremely well with an upward trend.
Binance Exchange is also playing its fatherly role by adding millions and helping the crypto industry find
global awareness. In recent news, the Binance chain is bridging DEFI and CEFI with a 100-million-dollar
support fund. Hence the Binance exchange is becoming more and more popular. Moreover, all digital
currencies offer limited quantities to increase demand.
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) provides an appropriate framework for deploying the KSDAO and establishing
a tokenized economy for the KoinStation. KoinStation will follow the BEP20 protocol. The decision to use
this standard was based on its widespread acceptability and compatibility, as well as its potential to be
easily integrated into other BSC services. The KSDAO token smart contract is programmed with several
intelligently planned properties that support the Assist ecosystem’s self-sustainability.
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How Our Ecosystem Works
Our platform is decentralized to the core and deflationary is its cost. KSDAO is BSC-operated automatic
staking and burns tokens, which also gives the opportunity for passive income to the users.

Our ecosystem works in 3 domains:

Burning Of Tokens:
The decision to burn tokens is vested in the developer team of the coin by acting upon the strategy of
sending cryptocurrency tokens to a wallet that has no access key. Without the private key, these tokens
cannot be accessed by anyone and are lost forever.

Reflection/Treat:
We want to present a platform for participants to earn passive income. Along with empowering crypto
fanatics all around the world, they will earn a certain % of every transaction proportional to their share of
staking their token.

Transparent:
Not only is all KSDAO Token related activity publicly viewable on the blockchain, but the project also provides
full visibility on all of the assets in the KoinStation Treasury in real-time via the KSDAO Real-Time Audit
Platform.

Positive Impact:
KoinsStation exists to provide value to its global community through its participatory model.
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Safe & Secure:
Multi-factor authentication, encryption, data redundancy, privacy, and cold storage features

Beneficial Fees:
Fees generated throughout the KoinStation Ecosystem are always burned, creating more value through
scarcity.

Scalable:
Designed to expand with velocity, remove friction, and create greater efficiency.

Community:
Unprecedented benefits and rewards to community participants

Use Case of KSDAO Token
KoinStation can have a different overall investment strategy and can deploy capital to various assets:
A risk minimized blue-chip crypto assets and of stable coins
A liquidity pool to provide liquidity across different pools and protocols
An NFT fund focusing on shares of one (or more) NFTs
A value fund looking to make early, medium to long-term investments into undervalued assets
A macro fund looking to invest into commodities and forex through synthetics
A fund investing in animal based tokens, mainly dogs
And much more.
KoinsDAO (KSDAO) is an asset- backed utility token that is used on the KoinStation platform.
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KSDAO token holders get the following benefits.
Reward For HODL: 5% transaction fee, will be given to KSDAO token holders proportionately.
Listing New Project: Each project will be listed on KoinStation, it will require 100,000 KSDAO to pay
the listing fee.
Launchpool At KoinStation: Don’t just HODL your crypto, you can grow it as well. Stake KSDAO Token
and earn attractive returns in the form of new tokens.
Fee Discount: By having 100,000 KSDAO on the KoinStation platform, all your transactions will
automatically get a 90% discount.

KoinStation DAO
KSDAO holders can govern and decide the treasury of the KoinStation platform through voting power
on certain economic factors such as interest rate, collateral, Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratio, inflation, and
liquidity pool rewards. Here is KoinStation, rules and regulations are built using open-source code and
enforced via smart contracts due to our DAO.
KoinStation smart contracts are programmed to execute when certain conditions are met. We do not
make the laws that govern smart contracts. These rules are generally decided by the DAO stakeholders.
There is no hierarchy in DAOs, unlike traditional organizations. KoinStation DAO will incentivize its
distributed network of users to achieve its goal to ensure the participation of stakeholders.
The DAO will be live and operational once we are done with our final funding round. All key decisions
surrounding the organization will be made by users reaching a consensus on proposals when DAO
goes operational and live. Users can gain the ability to vote on proposals on this platform by locking
and owning cryptocurrencies into a voting contract. Please note that the voting weight will be equal to the
amount of cryptocurrency locked.
KoinStation is a community-run protocol for initiating and managing pooled capital. Structured as a DAO,
KoinStation initiates decentralized funds, accelerates venture fund portfolio investments through an
involved community, and provides checks and balances to fund management.
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In short, the KoinStation DAO:
Oversees decentralized venture funds
Provides checks and balances to fund management
Accelerates venture fund portfolio investments through an involved community
Syndicates and supports promising projects
$KSDAO is the governance token for the KoinStation ecosystem of funds.

$KSDAO holders can:
Participate in decisions regarding funds within the ecosystem
Earn $KSDAO by staking it in the KoinStation Vault
Access different tiers within the DAO based on the amount of tokens they hold
$KSDAO holders can vote on proposals regarding changes to code, the election of representatives, incentive
structures, and how to deploy funds from the KoinStation DAO Treasury. KoinStation hopes to leverage offchain voting where voting is necessary.

KoinStation DAO (Community) Treasury
The Treasury will be immediately accessible upon launch through Aragon’s interface and controlled by
KSDAO token holder voting.

Permissioned Tiers
$KSDAO Holders can access different tiers within the DAO based on the amount of tokens they hold.

Due Diligence Committee - 10,000,000 $KSDAO
A space for partners, VCs and investors to network, discuss deals and access 100% of dealflow, including
equity deals.
Tier 1 - 1,000,000 $KSDAO
Access 90% of dealflow 24 hours before other tiers and get the option of private allocations managed by
KoinStation.
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Tier 2 - 100,000 $KSDAO
Access allocations in promising seed stage deals 24 hours before Tier 3.
Tier 3 - 10,000 $KSDAO
Access seed stage deals and regular giveaways for free allocations from Tier 1.
DYOR! The Due Diligence Committee (DDC) will thoroughly review every project but rugs and hacks
do happen.
Individual allocations will be held for 48 hours or until the deal deadline is reached.
Failure to send pledged funds more than once will result in members being removed.
Stay safe and only use official addresses in the official-wallet-addresses channel or from mods.

$KSDAO holders can:
All interest earned on the KoinStation treasury will be used to buy back $KSDAO on pancakeswap at least
once a month.

Core Features of KoinStation
With KoinStation, you can:
Get free tax reports
Pay in 15+ currencies
Browse in 100+ languages
Use multiple payment options track your portfolio with ease calculate exact crypto taxes
Do multi-asset tracking
Trade cryptocurrencies
Use automatic portfolio tracking Use dynamic portfolio tracker Automatic recurring orders
Use educational content
Deal with major exchanges
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Governance
Our goal has always been for the KoinStation to have decentralized governance. KoinStation will use a
partially decentralized model using proposal voting to control many aspects of the project. We have also
implemented many safeguards such as multisig ownership of the contract/protocol wallets, repeated
liquidity locking, and publicly disclosed identities of all core team members.

DAO
Decentralized Autonomous Organization, is a governance mechanism for making decisions in a more
trustless and collaborative way. Voting rights are often bound to a governance token. In KoinStation DAO the
governance token is KSDAO.
KoinStation DAO is a for-profit DAO created by the KoinStation community for the purposes of making
investments into early-stage Decentralized Applications (DApps).
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Active Contribution
DAO Invest is a longterm project that has
ability to pivot based on
the decision of the
community.

Fully Transparent
All the transactions and
community LP holdings
are verifiable on
Ethereum, BSC, and
Polygon chains.

Community Voted
Any changes to the
Liquidity Pools and the
Roadmap are voted by
the community
members.

TOKEN LP sKSDAO IS USED FOR:
Investment of assets in a pool of funds that will be invested in selected DeFi and blockchain projects;
Receiving a share of the platform’s income;
Payment for platform services.
The KoinStation DAO strategy investment objective is to provide exposure to Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other
ERC-20 altcoins while allowing additional return via yield farming by providing liquidity to DEXs and lending
protocols.

TOKEN LP sKSDAO IS USED FOR:
When you have paper hands, you sell too early.
When you have diamond hands, you HODL until you reach your goal.
When you have smart hands, you stake and move towards WEALTH!

KoinStation P2P EXCHANGE
KoinStation P2P exchange is a decentralized exchange that is maintained and operated exclusively on a
blockchain-powered platform. This will allow users to transact without involving intermediaries on
exchange platforms, giving users complete freedom to use crypto-assets where bank-based crypto-asset
transactions are restricted. In the KoinStation P2P exchange, orders are directly matched when a buyer
finds the preferred seller without a middleman’s involvement. This trading method is exceptionally secure,
time-saving, cost-effective, and risk-free.
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Advantages of P2P Exchange
Easily to use
Cost-effective
Reduce Risk
Secure channel
Worldwide transaction provision
A peer-to-peer transaction consists of two parties having data related to each other. Instead of using an
order book to pair buy and sell orders, and controlling the traders’ funds on the trading platform, the P2P
crypto exchange model enables the market participants to trade directly with each other. There is also no
need for a third-party intermediary to verify their transaction or hold funds in escrow.

P2P Exchange Features:
Powerful Matching Engine
Multi-layer Security
Instant KYC and AML Verification
Escrow System
Atomic Swap
Dispute Management
Preferred Trader Selection
Admin Panel
Multi- language Support
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How P2P Crypto assets Exchange works
Users (Buyers and Sellers) register on a P2P exchange platform
Users undergo KYC verification process
Buyer places a buy order
A wallet address is created for the Buyer
The matching engine matches the Buyer with the right Seller
The buyer and seller confirm and agree on the terms of the trade
Smart contract-based Escrow holds Seller’s crypto assets to be sold
Buyer makes the payment for crypto assets to be purchased
The seller confirms the payment
Escrow releases crypto assets, transferring the same to Buyer’s wallet address
Buyer can transfer the assets to cold wallet

Why is the KoinStation Exchange the Best?
Comparative analysis of crypto assets exchanges for the implementation of certain options, which the
KoinStation team considers important in achieving maximum functionality, speaks for itself.
The table clearly demonstrates the fact that the existing services are far from fully satisfying traders’
demands. Nevertheless, any crypto exchange of the 21st century should meet them entirely. The company
that implements the options mentioned below will become one of the market leaders. This is an
undoubted chance for the KoinStation team.
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Fiat Deposit
Fiat Withdrawal
Staking-based profit sharing
Referral system
Referral exchange
Open chatBox for traders
Leveraged trading
24/7 support
Voice ID to log in
Face ID to log in
Futures contract trading
OTC-Trading
KOINSTATION WALLET
At KoinStation, we strive to implement the usage of crypto-assets internationally and be the main
driving force behind a superior and robust financial system. Our objective is to replace traditional debit
and credit card transactions with our dedicated mobile application, which will allow users to function as
their own crypto assets bank. Substituting our low-cost, high-speed crypto assets technology for traditional
banking allows us to tap into the mobile money market. We take security very seriously. Therefore our
platform’s security features and ease-of-use will allow us to move into high-end retail and more regulated
markets.
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KoinStation Wallet Key Features:
Buy crypto with your card directly from wallet
Fast transactions
Multi-coin and multi-asset
Cross- Platform Compatibility
QR Code Scanner
NFC (Near Field Communication Support)
Easy Portfolio Management
AML/KYC Integration
Atomic Swap
Send crypto and stable coins to your friends and family
Exchange crypto-to-crypto by market price
Request money and send invoices to your customers
Using international payment systems, SEPA OR SWIT to purchase crypto
Earn with us! KoinStation referral system for you and your friends
Business account and merchants, online services and apps
Multi-platform solution with mobile apps and messengers’ bots
High level cyber security PCI/DSS compliant
2 factor authentications
Private keys on your side
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Depreciating Supply & Burn Address
In a decentralized smart chain environment, contract functions can be utilized to achieve token scarcity. To
do this, we propose also distributing rewards to the burn address, which is publicly verifiable for all
participants to see.
We can then track the depreciating supply in real-time for added transparency. In our effort to establish a
baseline token burn rate, we find that these values are dependent on three important factors: reflection
rate, token quantity, and market volume.
The rate of reflection rewards is proportional to the total supply in each holder’s wallet address. It is
important to note that there are two particular variables which will affect our calculations: the increasing
scarcity of tokens and the quantity of tokens absorbed into the burn address. It can be reasonably
understood that these features will have synergistic effects that can stabilize the burn rate into the future.

KSDAO Token
KoinDAO is a community driven, fair launched KoinStation Token. Three simple functions occur during each
trade: Reflection, Marketing, & Burn that brings a new revolution in crypto investors reducing the market
risk factor and convenience to generate revenue.
KSDAO is the unique Anti-Inflation Token, crypto asset backed digital currency built on the Binance Smart
Chain, which rewards investors for holding KSDAO Tokens. Automatically diversify your portfolio and our
team scrutinizes each token to ensure you get the best possible return with minimal risk on your
investment.
The token burn concept will keep burning tokens from supply consistently. On every transaction (Buy/Sell/
Swap/Transfer) there is a 10% fee. This fee will be deducted and distributed in three different wallets.
KoinsDAO is using the newest and latest technology on the most trusted blockchain BSC (Binance Smart
Chain).
KSDAO Tokens has been designed in such a way to become the most useful DeFi token. The token burn
concept will keep burning tokens from supply consistently.

TOKENOMICS
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Contract - 0x0A4801B103CD023b21bF93c403762fa35222a29C
Max. Supply - 1,000,000,000
Symbol - KSDAO
Decimal - 18
Type - BEP-20
Blockchain - BSC

The KoinStation Protocol
On the KoinStation Protocol, three distinct functions occur: buyback, burn, and rewards.

Autostaking
Staking is the means to hold assets in the money wallet of cryptography. The idea is to enable crypto to
earn rewards via a staking pool. One other usefulness is its contribution to the security of the blockchain
and its project. In the long run, it makes it resistant to attacks.
The KoinStation autostaking mechanism proportionally redistributes the 5% transaction fee to all wallets.
Example - Susan has 100 KSDAO tokens, a negligible percentage of the total circulating supply. Susan
sends all 100 tokens to Smith. The transaction incurs a 10% fee, so Smith receives 90 KSDAO. 4 KSDAO now
goes into the marketing wallet, 1 KSDAO goes to a dead wallet and 5 KSDAO distributed to existing holders.
Smith and all holders will continue to receive fees auto-staked from all user transactions.
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DEFLATIONARY TOKEN:
KSDAO is an inflated coin enemy. It is a hyper-deflationary symbol whereby every time a transaction takes
place, it falls in absolute stock. Deflationary has a cycle that allows you to decrease the price supply of a
token, such as burning the deal or buy-back and burning. It is a deflationary coin with a clever staking
system and a strong framework for marking.

Initial $KSDAO Supply

Allocation
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Roadmap
Phase II
Contract Verified on BSCScan
Contract Audit
List on Pancakeswap & Fair Launch
Coingecko Listing
BSCScan update (Logo, TG, Twitter, Website)
5,000 HODLers

Phase IV
50,000 HODLers
KoinStation dApp Wallet Development
Major CEX Listings
Media Promotions

Phase VI
100,000 HODLers
KoinStation P2P Lending Platform Development

Phase I

KoinStation Centralized Exchange Development

Website Launch

KoinStation Revenue Sharing Staking Program

Contract Deployment

KoinStation Charity Foundation

DEX Listing (Pancakeswap)
Invest in Crypto Assets
1,000 HODLers

Phase III
25,000 HODLers
Influencer Promotions
Crypto Tax Calculator
Advertising Campaigns
Coinmarketcap Listing
Initial CEX Listing

Phase V
75,000 HODLers
KoinStation P2P
KoinStation DEX Integration
Media Coverage Campaigns

Phase VII
1,000,000 HODLers
KoinStation Blockchain Development
Roadmap V2.0 (Relaychain, Parachain,
Smartcontracts)

Use Case of KSDAO Token
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KSDAO Token (KSDAO ) is a Crypto asset performing utility token that is used on the KoinStation platform,
KSDAO token holders get the following benefits.

Use Case of KSDAO Token

LAUNCHPOOL AT KOINSTATION

5% transaction fee, will be
given to KSDAO token holders
proportionately.

Don’t just HODL your crypto.
Grow it. Stake KSDAO Token
and earn attractive returns in
the form of new tokens

LISTING NEW PROJECT

FEE DISCOUNT

Each project will be listed on
KoinStation , it will require
100,000 KSDAO to pay the
listing fee.

By having 100,000 KSDAO on
the KoinStation platform, all
your transactions will
automatically get a 90%
discount.

Wallets
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How To Acquire KSDAO Token

01

02

DOWNLOAD TRUSTWALLET

FUND YOUR WALLET

Simply visit TRUSTWALLET.COM &
download the application.

Purchase BNB or BSC (Binance
Smart Chain) to fund your wallet.

The app is secure and widely used in
the DeFi market. Remember to never
share your seed phrase!

These coins are used in the Binance
Smart Chain.

03

04

VISIT
PANCAKESWAP
(For iPhone users, enable Trust Browser first)

SWAP FOR EVERRISE

Visit PANCAKESWAP.FINANCE on
your mobile browser.

Select exchange from the dropdown
menu on the left.

Click connect on the top right corner
of the page. Click WalletConnect, and
select Trust Wallet. This will open up
the app. Confirm on Trust Wallet and
head back to your mobile browser.

Click ‘Select a currency’ & enter the
BSC Contract Address (PancakeSwap)
0x0A4801B103CD023b21bF93c403762f
a35222a29C

Disclaimer
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Please adhere to the Disclaimer section with utmost care. By reading this whitepaper, you are affirming
that you have read, understood, accepted, and agreed with the Disclaimer and its array of contents.
This Whitepaper is a document that presents the present and future developments of KoinsDAO (KSDAO)
This document is exclusively for information purposes alone and does not make a statement of future
intent. No section on this whitepaper can be distributed, replicated, or disseminated unless authorized by
the KSDAO team.
All information displayed in this document has been curated from sources believed to be reputable,
reliable, updated, and shared in good faith. However, no guarantees, representations, or warranties have
been made with 100% accuracy of the data presented. Note that no reader is entitled to make an informed
decision based on the content presented in this whitepaper. You are hereby advised to consult with your
professional legal financial advisor(s) for any decisions you wish to make.
This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell
shares or securities in KSDAO or any related or associated company. Any such or solicitation will be
made only using a confidential offering memorandum and by the terms of all applicable securities and
other laws.
The information outlined in this White Paper may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements
of a contractual relationship. The content of this White Paper is not binding for KoinStation and its affiliates
and KoinStation reserves the right to change, modify, add, or remove portions of this White Paper for
any reason at any time before, during, and after the sale of KSDAO tokens by posting the amended White
Paper on the website. This White Paper does not constitute any investment, legal, tax, regulatory,
financial, accounting, or other advice, and this White Paper is not intended to provide the sole basis for any
evaluation of a transaction on acquiring of the KSDAO tokens.
Before acquiring the KSDAO tokens, a prospective purchaser should consult with his/her legal,
investment, tax, accounting, and other advisors to determine the potential benefits, burdens, and other
consequences of such a transaction. Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a
prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a
solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not composed under and is
not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which prohibit or in any manner restricts transactions
in respect of, or with use of, digital tokens. The KSDAO token is not a security, commodity, or any other
kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the Securities Act of 1933, the securities
laws of any state of the United States of America or the securities laws of any other country, including the
securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident.
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The KSDAO tokens are not being offered or distributed to, as well as cannot be resold or otherwise
alienated by their holders too, citizens of, natural and legal persons, having their habitual residence,
location, or their seat of incorporation in the country or territory where transactions with digital tokens
are prohibited or in any manner restricted by applicable laws or regulations. If such a restricted person
purchases the KSDAO tokens on an unauthorized, and fraudulent basis and in this regard shall bear
negative consequences. KoinStation neither offers nor distributes the KSDAO tokens nor carries on a
business(activity) in any regulated activity in countries and territories where transactions in respect of, or
with use of, digital tokens fall under the restrictive regulations or require from KoinStation to be
registered or licensed with any applicable governmental authorities.
Each purchaser of the KSDAO tokens is reminded that this White Paper has been presented to him/her
on the basis that he/she is a person whose attention the document may be lawfully presented by the
laws of the purchaser’s jurisdiction. It is the responsibility of each potential purchaser of the KSDAO
tokens to determine if the purchaser can legally purchase the KSDAO tokens in the purchaser’s jurisdiction
and whether the purchaser can then resell the KSDAO tokens to another purchaser in any given jurisdiction.
Certain statements, estimates, and financial information contained in this White Paper constitute forwardlooking statements or information. Such forward looking statements or information involve known
and unknown risks and uncertainties that may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the
estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements or information.
The English language White Paper is the primary social source of information about the project. The
information contained in the English language White Paper may from time to time be translated into
other languages. In the course of such translation, some of the information contained in the English
language White Paper may be lost, corrupted, or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative
communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such
translations and the social English language White Paper, the provisions of the English language original
document shall prevail.

Privacy Policy
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The KoinStation “We”, “Us”, or “Our” owns and operates the KoinStation website and KoinStation Platform
Ecosystem “Services”.
The details entailed below will inform and guide you on our policies relating to the use, disclosure, and
collection of sensitive information when using our Services.
Firstly, all our users are ensured absolute data privacy. Your private data will always be held securely.
We will never share any of your personal details to any other third-party agencies unless required to do
so by law.
If you do not agree with our privacy policy, then we must discourage you from using our Services. However,
upon providing us with your personal details, it means that you already comply and agree with our
policy in its entirety.
Additionally, for those living in countries under the European Economic Area (EEA), we tailored our
policy to agree with the regulations set by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Data Collection
Our Services require collecting data to ensure smooth running for our users on the platform. The collected
data is used to operate the platform efficiently, to provide users with the greatest experiences on our website,
and finally, for administrative purposes. We understand and adhere to the responsibility of protecting all
the personal data provided. Furthermore, we will never use your shared data to create a profit in any
way by sharing it with any third-party organizations or companies affiliated with any of our Services.

Service Providers
It is possible that we might hire third-party organizations or individuals to perform certain duties or to
provide assistance in analyzing how our Services are being used. These particular third parties hired by us
may be granted access of varying degrees to your data. This is strictly only to complete certain duties on our
behalf. Rest assured that they will be bound to never disclose or misuse the data in any circumstance.
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General Data Protection Regulation
For additional benefit to those living in a country located within the jurisdiction of the European Economic
Area (EEA), we have incorporated the regulations set by the General Data Protection Regulation and respect
your right for the following:
the right to be informed;
the right to access;
the right to rectification;
the right to restrict processing;
the right to data portability;
the right to object; and,
the rights to automated decision making and profiling

Cookies
Our Services require the use of cookies to analyze, improve, and keep track of our Services. You can make
the decision of either removing or rejecting cookies; however, be warned that some Services may be
dysfunctional upon doing so.

Children’s Privacy
Our Services are not to be used by any individual under the age of 18. If you are aware of someone who is
using our Services and is below the age of 18, please inform us immediately so that we can perform the
next appropriate action.

Amendments to This Privacy Policy
This privacy policy can be amended at any given time without any prior notice. You are hereby advised to
make regular visits to our page and give the privacy policy a thorough reading in case of any changes. All
changes once posted are effective immediately.

Contact Us
For any pressing queries or concerns related to this privacy policy, please feel free to contact us.

